Year 3 to Year 6 weekly challenges
Choose a challenge to complete. You could also
ask an adult to share your challenge on Twitter
@Cornerstonesedu or Instagram @cornerstonesedu.

Art critics
Explore the Tate Gallery Kids website
and watch the videos about different
art movements, such as Pop Art and
Impressionism. Choose two different
movements and write a detailed comparison
of them. Include categories, such as the use of
colour, significant artists, common materials
and tools, sources of inspiration and key dates.

Seed spreaders
Use a safe web browser to find out about
the different ways in which plants spread
their seeds to reproduce. Draw and label a
clear picture of two different plants and their
seeds. What seed-spreading plants do you
have around your indoor or outdoor spaces?

Sugar, sugar
Find out which foods and drinks contain
the most sugar in your house by studying
packaging and labels. Write your findings in a
special report to share with your household.
Offer your recommendations for keeping a
healthy balance that includes some sweet
treats and tooth-friendly alternatives.
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Comparison

Leader vs leader
Choose two or more past world leaders
to research using a safe web browser or
books. Create a Top Trumps style fact file for
each leader, deciding on the categories to
compare. Categories might include number of
years in service, level of power and best and
worst achievements. Which leader comes out
on top?

Hola España
Use a globe and online maps to find out
about the similarities and differences
between Spain and the UK, including
climate, landscape, language, main imports
and exports, size and weather. Record your
findings in a comparison table to show the
differences that you discover.

Our survey says
Draw up a survey to find out about people’s
experience of and views about the lockdown.
Write your questions on paper or using a
computer, with spaces for people to answer.
You could also include some multiple choice
questions. Ask people in your household, as
well as safely contacting friends and relatives.
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